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Abstract-Quantum organizations are referred where stakeholders know how to access the infinite potential of the quantum field. Viewing healthcare organizations from perspective of quantum theory suggest new approaches into management techniques for effective and efficient delivery of healthcare services. This research is aimed to determine the quantum skills, quantum leadership characteristics and functions of Tehran University of Medical Sciences hospitals’ nursing administrators. A cross-sectional, descriptive and analytical study was conducted among 25 nursing administrators of Tehran University of Medical Sciences (TUMS) hospitals, Tehran, Iran. The research tool for data collection was a self-constructed questionnaire that measured the quantum skills, quantum leadership characteristics and functions of TUMS hospitals’ nursing administrators. The validity of questionnaire was confirmed by 5 management science experts and its reliability was performed by using test-retest method yielded a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.90. Data were collected and analyzed by SPSS software and t-test statistical methods. The results of this research showed that all respondents had desired quantum skills (75.71±5.98), quantum leadership characteristics (82.01±6.77), and quantum leadership functions (78.57±6.28) and total quantum leadership (78.76±4.50). Also, passing management training courses of the respondents was significantly correlated with their quantum leadership. Iranian healthcare organizations require quantum leadership that provides an important resource to advance Iranian nursing leadership to the organizational excellence. We hope Iranian hospitals’ nursing leaders who have quantum skills potentially, present a highly developed sense of self and the ability to improve nursing care outcomes in these hospitals.
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Introduction

By the 1920s, physicists developed a new branch of physics named quantum mechanics. The word quantum linguistically refers to “a quantity of something”, and mechanics means “the study of motion”. Therefore, quantum mechanics is the study of subatomic particles. Apart from its specific application in physics, the term “quantum theory” has been used in other contexts such as leadership (1).

Today, we are in the middle of an economic and technology revolution. But, we will not understand how to direct our organizations through these agitated times. Organizational leaders understand the full field of the new leadership in this century and must be aware of the transformation of thinking. Pioneer leaders must pay attention first and get ahead of the others on the brainpower of partners. In this time, the new task of leaders is unlocking their tactful capacity, to create knowledge from information, which is the origin of innovation (2). The art of leadership is to promote competitive advantages, by understanding of new leadership roles and skills requirements (3).

Shelton and Darling found that quantum organizations were referred where all stakeholders know how to access the infinite potential of the quantum field. Therefore, quantum organizations are learning organizations where continuous learning is cultural norms (4).

Traditional organizations perform at the rim of balance, but quantum organizations perform at the rim of chaos in direct contrast. Therefore, traditional organizations must be pressured to shift to a creativity and innovation orientation. These organizations must be changed to perform at the rim of chaos. Transformed organizations present new challenges for their leaders to
overcome traditional management and directing techniques and approaches. The next quantum leaders’ tasks are to change the present environment to self-organizations (5).

According to quantum theory, there are seven quantum skills that make leaders capable to examine their mental models and thus promote their capacity to learn:

1) Quantum seeing: the ability to see deliberately
2) Quantum thinking: the ability to think adversely
3) Quantum feeling: the ability to feel actively
4) Quantum knowing: the ability to know intuitively
5) Quantum acting: the ability to act accountably
6) Quantum trusting: the ability to trust life’s process
7) Quantum being: the ability to be in association (6).

Quantum seeing as the first skill declares that the reality is a subjective matter. That is, more than 80% of our external world is our beliefs and commitment (7). Quantum thinking, the second skill, is originated from quantum physics research and declares the world acts illogically and paradoxically. As quantum thinking philosophy, organizations function paradoxically too (8). Quantum feeling, is defined that the rest energy of the world consists the humans and suggests that care, caring, compassion, hope and appreciation as positive emotions increase humans’ energy and negative energy, e.g. frustration, fear, anger, conflict, and stress decrease energy in the human’s mind-body system (9).

The fourth skill is quantum knowing defined as quantum field theory. Many believe that quantum field is a process such as a mindful decision making or meditation that present information (4,6).

Quantum acting, as the fifth skill of leaders, express that everything is a part of complex whole in the world in which each part impresses and is impressed by the other parts (10). The sixth skill, quantum trusting, is expressed in chaos principles. It demonstrates the chaos is an evolutionary process, and prerequisite for all progress (11). The quantum being, as final ability of leaders, suggests that the world has the nature of relation and the possibility of association with particles is possibility of relationships (6).

The skill of quantum seeing persuades organizational leaders to be informed of their purposes, and they can change their perceptions according to their modified purposes. The skill of quantum seeing encourages leaders to involve all of employees to participate in planning and visioning (12, 13).

As organizational leaders use the quantum thinking, they can use the paradoxical differences to create highly innovative ideas (9).

Using skill of quantum feeling, the leaders can focus on positive aspects of all right events, instead of focusing the organizational problems (14).

When organizational leaders use quantum knowing, they want to create a new kind of learning organization to develop mindful decision-making through intuitional process (15).

Leaders use the quantum acting skill to plan our purposes that are good for them and their organizations. Using this skill by leaders motivate them to be responsible to choose acts of kindness, compassion and integrity (16).

Using the skill of quantum trusting is very difficult because of challenging in traditional organizations and huge problems that may be happened. It seems, quantum trusting creates many new organizational processes, such as open space technology, and presents self-organizing employees in attaining the organizational goals (17).

If organizational leaders want to apply the skill of quantum being in their organizations, they should create a new environment where their employees to communicate with each other without any restriction and through horizontal and vertical organizational structure (18).

Shelton et al. declared if the leaders of organizations use seven quantum skills, they can see, think, feel, know, act and trust in ways that they can change better. The quantum skills model as a new model in twenty-first century involves the managers to modify their organizations from traditional model into quantum organization with highly innovative strategies (19). Also, Shelton and Darling suggested that the new theory of quantum was a new way of thinking about organizations. They demonstrated that this new model create learning organizations and enables the leaders to change the organizations continuously (3).

It seems the intersection of professionalism and complexity sciences are the source of new approaches for development of healthcare organizations from both medical and non medical point of view. Managers who accept these new approaches will be able to create new tools for positive movement in their organizations (20).

Viewing healthcare organizations from perspective of quantum theory suggest new approaches into management techniques for effective and efficient delivery of healthcare services (21).

This research is aimed to determine the quantum skills of hospitals administrator in Tehran University of Medical Sciences (TUMS).
Materials and Methods

A cross-sectional study was conducted among 25 nursing administrators in 25 hospitals of Tehran University of Medical Sciences (TUMS), Tehran, Iran in 2011-2012. The research tool for data collection was a self-constructed questionnaire that measured the quantum skills, quantum leadership characteristics and functions of nursing administrators. This questionnaire is a higher order construct, consisting of three scales named quantum skills comprised of 16 questions, quantum leaders characteristics comprised of 9 questions, and quantum leaders’ functions comprised of 12 questions. The scale of quantum skills included 7 subscales named quantum seeing, quantum thinking, quantum feeling, quantum knowing, quantum acting, quantum trust, and quantum being.

All questions were measured using 5-point Likert scale of agreement with response. Options ranging strongly disagree= 1 to strongly agree= 5. The mean of each scale and subscale and total mean of quantum calculated from 50. The nursing administrators who acquired 50-75, had relatively quantum skills and when acquired more than 75, had complete quantum skills. The questionnaire was undergone evaluation of 5 management science expert to evaluate its validity such as clarity, the relevance and the coherence of the questions. For evaluation of the questionnaire reliability, a pilot study involving 5 randomly selected participants, two weeks before the main study was performed. Comparison of the obtained results with the results of the main study by using test-retest method yielded a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.90, suggesting high reliability. Tehran University of Medical Sciences Ethics Committee approved this study, because all participants were verbally asked to participate and contribute to the self-assessment.

Also, the respondents’ demographic details consist of sex, age, marriage status, degrees, years of work experience, years of managerial experience and passing management training courses were collected. The questionnaires were delivered to the respondents by the questioners by attendance, and they were asked to fill the questionnaires after the questioners explained the aim and philosophy of this study within the end of administrative time. All of 25 respondents filled and returned the questionnaires, yielding a response rate of 100%. Data were collected and analyzed by SPSS software and T-test statistical methods.

Results

The participant ages ranged from 20 to more than 50 and 43% of them were older than 41. Most of them were female and were married (80%). Fifty two percent of the respondents reported MSc., where 48% of them were BSc. One third of the participants had 15-20 years work experience and most of them (64%) had 5-10 years managerial experience. Most of the nursing administrators had passed minimal one management training courses.

Table 1 showed that the respondents had more mean score in quantum seeing and less mean score in quantum thinking. Also, the results of descriptive statistics (overall means and standard deviations) showed that mean score for all quantum skills subscales of TUMS hospitals’ nursing administrators were 75.71 ± 5.98 that means all of respondents had desired quantum skills. Also, the other results of this research found that men score for quantum leadership characteristic was 82.01 ± 6.77 and for quantum leadership functions was 78.57 ± 6.28 that means all of TUMS hospitals’ nursing administrators had both desired quantum leadership characteristics and functions. Totally, it seems TUMS hospitals’ nursing administrators had mean of 78.76 with SD= 4.50 for quantum leadership.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantum skills subscales</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantum seeing</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>85.71</td>
<td>9.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum thinking</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>66.98</td>
<td>7.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum feeling</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>80.63</td>
<td>12.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum knowing</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>73.33</td>
<td>10.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum acting</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>82.25</td>
<td>13.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum trust</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>71.42</td>
<td>11.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum being</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>79.04</td>
<td>11.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Moreover, we analyzed the correlation between demographic details of TUMS nursing administrators with their quantum skills. Therefore, we found that passing management training courses of the respondents was significantly related to their quantum leadership, that is, the respondents who had passed the management training courses had more quantum leadership ability.

Although, there was not significant positive correlation between quantum skills of the respondents with their age \((P=0.34)\), with their degrees \((P=0.96)\), years of work experience \((P=0.83)\) and years of managerial experiences \((P=0.69)\).

### Discussion

The art of leadership is presentation of competitive advantages by recognition and conception of new sciences, new leadership skills and roles. But, it seems, the new leadership skills are preferred to the new roles (22). Shelton and Darling believed that traditional leadership including planning, organizing, directing and controlling are not adequate for administration of the organization in new century (23).

Today, organizations need employees who are fully energetic, creative, and motive. Quantum leaders are leaders who can motivate the employees and reach the organization to high level of performance. High performing employees are the ones who want to do the organization needs (24).

Quantum leadership is an act that leads the organization to the future and modifies the organization to future perfect ones. A future respect organization is defined as an exceptional organization in terms of productivity, performance, and profitability (25).

Quantum leadership is not an organizational tenure, but it is a process which makes everyone participates in organization. In quantum organizations, the leaders delegate his or her power to the subordinates, and they do this to the next level and being “powerful” means that the employees are full of power (5). Research on healthcare organizations leadership indicates that leadership styles in these organizations have a major influence on organizational performance, outcomes, and patient care developments (26). Today, health administration should go through the cultural transformation to develop the patient care. Transforming the huge organization like healthcare organizations is a real challenge for quantum theory (27).

In our research, all of TUMS nursing administrators had both complete quantum leadership characteristics and functions (mean = 82.01 and 78.57). Therefore, these administrators as quantum leaders have 12 characteristics as below:

- Quantum leaders always look for new solutions.
- They allow leaders and subordinates to have positive interaction with each other.
- They ensure that the organization has an aims, a purpose, an action plan, and a sense of direction.
- They create the controlled energy and avoid entropy.
- They accept the invisible realities of mind, soul, and heart.
- They are educated persons and are required to enable the components of organizations to interact in new ways.
- They must understand that organization satisfaction of employees is in both intrinsic and extrinsic.
- The must understand that positive interaction of employees and leaders produce a invisible energy.
- A quantum leader is a person who develops spiritual and moral integrity with clear vision, and enables subsystems to be coordinated with systems (2).
- There are several theories in nursing leadership that are applicable to new nurses. But, one of these theories is quantum leadership that helps nurses in decision making when they call to the doctor, in evaluating of care plans and interventions (28). Quantum leadership is a new style of thinking that changes healthcare system and the traditional hierarchy of this system by new leadership characteristics and roles. The nurses are trained in this manner by permitting them some autonomy in their decision-making and evaluating their decisions with corresponding patient outcomes. The future of healthcare system requires continuing this work (29-31).

The results of our descriptive statistics showed that all of TUMS hospitals’ nursing administrators had complete quantum skills including quantum seeing that...
means they perform their organizational purposes and they could change their perceptions as they changed the purposes.

The mean score of quantum thinking of TUMS hospitals’ nursing administrators was 66.98 that express they had complete quantum thinking, that is, they could creative highly innovative ideas. Shelton et al. suggested that quantum thinking skill can be used to create quantum organizations that benefit from job diversity, diverse behavioral styles and have different values and interest, and cultural cohesion. However, incorporating of these diverse elements would be impossible in every organization (32). Also, Karakas and Kavas reported that quantum thinking is critical to the implementation of creative and combination thinking skills for managers (33).

In our research, we showed the respondents had desired score of quantum feeling and quantum knowing, because of their active and positive feeling, and mindful thinking. Quantum feeling of the respondents are similar to Zohar and Greenleaf’s research that believes the quantum leaders begin with the natural feeling and should rely on right feel for situations, and should trust the personality, creativity and abilities that they bring to the organization (34,35). As though, according to Shelton and Darling that found learning organizations can be created by the leaders that believe the new way of viewing reality, new paradigm and new mental model (4), therefore TUMS hospitals nursing administrators can create learning organizations in nursing system and move farther up organizational compatibility. Also, TUMS hospitals’ nursing administrators had good score in quantum trusting and quantum being. Therefore, it seems, they know chaos thinking and its complexity principles. Today, chaos theory and chaotic thinking are developed across nursing practice as a way of identification of specific systems and nursing, has often concentrated on secret aspects of chaos as a concept (36). Also, the nursing leadership should experience a rapid shift from traditional, hierarchical and autocratic styles of leadership towards quantum leadership as a way of being in communication with others (37).

Quantum leadership is a paradigm that adds an important part to body of literature on leadership in healthcare organizations. Quantum leadership prefers those skills and behaviors that leaders need to use to guide their organizations effectively and move them from industrial age of 20th century to the information and technology age of 21st century (38). Using quantum leadership requires healthcare leaders to convert their individual paradigms towards highly developed skills in managing conflicts, risk-taking, innovating, coaching, creating new organizational cultures and building a context for hope (39). However, new leadership training and education is necessary for nursing administrators to change their role in front-line of nursing system (40). In conclusion today, Iranian healthcare organizations in which nurses leaders live, is characterized by continuous inequity, increased diversity, and business constraints that need new and effective systems to improve outcomes of hospitals. These healthcare organizations require new skills to focus on change management, conflict resolution, and highly developed communication skills. This is quantum leadership that provides an important resource to advance Iranian nursing leadership to the organizational excellence. In our research, we found Iranian hospitals’ nursing leaders have quantum skills potentially, and we hope they have a highly developed sense of self and the ability to improve nursing care outcomes in these hospitals.

**Limitations and implications**

The limitations of any field study are magnified when the realities of taking the concepts and techniques developed in one culture are applied to another culture. Also, one of the main limitations of the present study is that, it was conducted at one specific time. Second, the employees were conducted by questionnaire. It is possible that this information-collection process is convenient for present research, but it might have introduced into the final results of the research.
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